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' 'Introduction
General economic conditions and dissatisfaction with the federal^
tax system'have caused U.S.-policy makers and analysts to consider
revamping•the present tax structure. Current tax laws are based-on the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (IRC), and include numerous personal tax
preferences, special deductions, credits, and exclusions enacted'since
1954. Reformers question the equity and efficiency of the current,
progressive rate structure with its aiaalgam of added provisions. In
"Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform" (Department of "the Treasury, p. 1)-, it
is stated that "although the Federal-fax system by and large relates tax
burdens to individual ability"to pay, the tax code does not reflect any
consistent philosophy about the objectives-of'the system."
In response'to growing concern about economic conditions and
related tax issues, several Congressional bills have been introduced in
recent years calling for major Income tax reforms including the so-
called' flat tax. For example,' HR-5513, the "Flat Rate Tax Act'of • 1982,"
sponsored by Phillip Crane called for a ten percent income tax'.rate.and
repeal of all deductions, credits, and exclusions other than a $2,000
deduction for* each personal exemption. Another bill, S-2817, the "Fair
Tax Act of 1982'," (better-known as the Bradley-Gephart bill) proposed a
fourteen percent flat tax on income below $25^000 and a surtax of six to
fourteen percent on income above $25,000 with some deductions. The
"Income Tax Simplification Act of 1982" called for a nineteen percent
tax rate on taxable income using a broadened tax base. Each of these
bills was an attempt to simplify and streamline the U.S. tax system.
Several special tax treatments available to farmers and other business
men would be repealed with adoption of either a flat tax or reforms to
broaden the tax base. Thus, the implications of suggested tax reforms
for the economy in general and agriculture in particular are unclear.
"Many issues in taxation are difficult to analyze either precisely
or objectively. Incidences of some taxes (i.e. corporate income taxes
and property taxes) are not obvious. The desirability of proposed
reforms depends on both assumptions about existing tax burdens and on
the chosen policy ends, whether positive or normative. Tax policies may
complement or conflict with other agricultural policies. In light of
this dilemma, an attempt is made here to highlight some possible impli
cations of a flat tax, variations on the flat tax, and a simplified
graduated tax rate with a broader tax base.
A comparative study across the economy would be needed to evaluate
the comprehensive effects of changes in tax policies on net investment ^
in agriculture and farm income and wealth. An evaluation of several
alternative income tax reforms and their effects on illustrative U.S.
farms will serve as a beginning. Objectives of this analysis includes
1. Identif3ring shifts in the tax burden within agriculture by
evaluating the tax implications of various flat tax proposals
for farms with various size, enterprise, and financial
characteristics.
2, Measuring the impact of elimination of special, tax .treatments
for agriculture by determining variations in effective tax
rates for different representative farms.
Implications for resource use and values as well as -the structure
of'agriculture will be drawn.
Conceptual Framework
•Taxes are effective in two ways;
1» Taxes transfer resources from private individuals and firms to
the government, reducing-net, income available to the private,
sector to spend or. save while;increasing the funds available
for government spending or investment.
2. Taxes change relative .prices ofi different factors of-production
and different commodities (Institute for Contemporary .,
Studies).
The merits of a tax. system are generally evaluated using; three
criterion: efficiency, equity, and simplicity. In theory, only taxes
which are equivalent to a pure profi-t. tax dp not distort price signals
and the allocation of resources. Income taxes can result in a double,
tax on savings, alter effective rates of return, and lead people to
substitute consumption for saving. The ideal system in a strictly
economic sense would be neutral in its Impact .on savings and -consumption
decisions of consumers and on the allocation of their resources; among
alternative investment opportunities. ' In a practical sense, a tax
system is economically efficient if administrative-costs and the compli
ance burden are relatively small while price signal distortions are
minimized. When evaluated in a social context rather than a strictly
economic framework, policy objectives may suggest tax systems which
intentionally distort resource allocations to achieve the policy goal.
While the pricing system leads to an efficient allocation of
resources, it may not be an equitable one. Welfare considerations and
other national priorities may override the desire for economic
efficiency. Society may deem it necessary to lessen disparities in
income distributions while providing for economic stability and growth.
Hence, the tax system's contribution to such policy goals must be
considered along with its efficiency merits. Tax policy thus may
involve finding desirable combinations of distortions that are second
best. Neoclassical economics wotild indicate that welfare can be
improved if government expenditures are applied to equity concerns while
tax revenues are collected in the most neutral manner possible.
Equity issues center on the notion of an individualVs ability to
pay. Horizontal equity requires that individuals with equivalent
initial resource endowments pay the same taxes ("equal treatment for
equals")- Vertical equity indicates how taxes vary as resource endow
ments or income increase, and so entails value judgments. Policy
makers' notions of vertical equity are incorporated into the tax system
through its progressivity or regressivity. A progressive tax system may
be deemed desirable if a society believes that the rich should pay a
larger share of taxes.
Simplicity is also a desirable attribute in a tax system. The
simpler is the system, the fewer are the opportunities for cheating, for
legal tax avoidance, and for investment in projects strictly as tax
shelters which are not profitable or economically sound* Simple tax
codes make both administration and compliance easier and reduce record-
keeping requirements. Our current system does not seem simple. The
current tax-'code is said to have given rise to an industry of lawyers
and accountants that is larger than the standing U.S. Army (Vedder,
1982).
Rate Structure
Progressive income taxation has been part of the U.S. tax system
since its inception, although justifications for it have varied. There
are practical justifications for a progressive system other than histor
ical precedent. There are also moral justifications related to social
welfare goals and the notion of ability-to-pay. Proponents of a
progressive system argue that by having the rich contribute proportion
ally more, government revenues are raised at least "cost." "Rich"
persons suffer less with the loss of a dollar to taxation than poor
persons, given diminishing marginal utility of income (Vedder and
Frenze, 1983; Blum and Kalven; Mlnarik, 1982a). Progressive Income
taxes may be used to compensate for regressivlty of other taxes in the
overall system or to lessen Inequalities In Income distribution.
Higher tax rates at high Incomes can be justified if more benefits from
tax-funded programs accrue to high income taxpayers.
Progressive income taxation is opposed by those who believe that
workers are entitled to the "fruits of their labor" and that progression
cripples economic efficiency. Simon claims that proponents base their
support of the system largely on ethics and political realities, not
economic considerations. The more progressive is an Income tax system.
the greater are the disincentives to work, save, and invest, causing
misdirection of resource use (Blum and Kalven; Simon; and Blum). Our
current income tax system is said to encourage consumption more than
saving, and discourage investment enterprise through increasingly
burdensome taxes on gains from business endeavors.
Another feature of a progressive tax system is that it incorporates
so-called automatic stabilizers. Progression results in changes in
average effective tax rates without official intervention. Taxes rise
more than proportionally when nominal incomes increase and fall more
than proportionately when income falls. On the other hand, inflation "
can create undesired inequities in the tax system if nominal incomes are
used for tax calculations over a period of years.
Other tax systems may result in progressive effective tax rates
even if taxes are assessed with a flat rate. A pure flat rate tax would
have two possible marginal rates: zero if credits exceed the tax
liability on income, or otherwise the flat rate (Slemrod and Yitzhaki).
Some elements of progressivity are retained in the tax system if exemp
tions are allowed with the flat tax; high income persons have large
average shares of their income taxed instead of having higher marginal
tax rates. A flat rate income tax would lower the tax rate at high
incomes and almost certainly increase the tax rate for middle income
individuals (Minarik, 1982b; Slemrod and Yitzhaki), Positive incentives
for work, saving, and investment for those with high incomes could be
offset by disincentives for those with middle level incomes (Minarik,
1982b).
Tax liabilities with a flat rate system would be less sensitive to
Inflationary effects and bracket creep would be eliminated. Income
reallocatlon betweerii'years and income averaging would become unnecessary
since the tax rate would be the same from year to .year-(Blum and Kalven;
mnarlk, 1982a, b). .The flat-tax could increase-rliquldity problems
facing agricultural firms by Increasing current tax liabilities. If the
corporate rate schedule were ^also replaced.by a flat tax, incentiv.es to"
incorporate might be reduced.
The Tax Base •' . . .
Under present law, a farmer's taxable income or tax base depends on
whether the return is filed using cash or accrual accounting methods.
Cash accounting recognizes income and expenses only when cash is
received or disbursed (with the exception of depreciation allowances).
Accrual .accounting takes rincorae into account ,when earned whether or not
pajrment has been received, and recognizes expenses when Incurred,
whether paid or not.. . , .
•Tax reform that includes .base broadening measures would result in.
changes in tax provisions enacted In the past to aid farmers. Tax
treatments that especially benefit agriculture emanate from.three major
sources:
1. A choice of accounting methods, cash or accrual.
2. Options-as to the method used to write-off capital
expenditures. •«
3. The right .to receive capital gains treatment on qualifying'
livestock.
Under current laws, farmers are able to sell livestock raised and used
as breeding stock and treat gains from the sales as capital gains which
are taxed at a lower rate. Costs of developing some farm assets—
certain conservation expenses, costs associated with caring for orchards
and vineyards, and costs of raising livestock to maturity—may be
deducted in the year they are incurred or paid. Tax liabilities can
also be reduced through "do-it-yourself" averaging given the flexibility
in reporting income and expenses of cash accounting.
If with tax reform farmers were forced to adopt accrual accounting
methods, they would lose; 1) favorable capital gains treatment given
i
raised capital assets, 2) the ability to delay tax on increases in value
of some assets, 3) flexibility in adjusting incomes and expenses for the
year, 4) accounting simplicity (Harrison). Although accrual accounting
might prove more burdensome than cash accounting, many farmers now have
record keeping systems which would allow them to make the conversion
fairly quickly. Incentives for outside investment might be reduced if
cash accounting were not allowed (Davenport, et al.). Under a flat rate
system there would be little incentive for adjusting Income and expenses
at year's end, since the tax rate would be the same from year to year,
regardless of the income level.
Previous Studies of Reform Proposals
Simon states that any analysis of tax reform should focus on three
important questions:
1. How can we broaden the tax base to achieve our main goals of
efficiency, equity and simplicity?
2. Should the broadened base be taxed progressively, and if so, to
what degree?
3. Should the base to which taxes are applied be income or
consumption?
The focus in this analysis will be on changes from the current progres
sive rates to a flat rate or modified flat rate schedule and adoption of
9base broadening measureis.. Since most Congressional'bills incorporate an
income tax^base rather than a consumption, tax'base,: this focus seems
justifiable. Broadening the tax base: means including .more .of personal-,.,
income in tax- calculations. Existing .tax concessions .would .be-'reduced.
and incentives removed, promoting simplicity, efficiency, and horizontal-;
equity.' Political feasibility would likely temper-selection ..of - —
provisions to broaden the tax base. ' • -• " ,
-The implications of potential tax reforms.or innovations have-been
analyzed only in very'general terras. -In a-study by the-Commission to.
Revise the Tax Structure, a "flat rate" tax schedule in conjunction with
a broader tax base was one of•the"variants• evaluated. The flat-rate
schedule led to a decline in the progressivity. of the tax system.,with•
effective tax rates increased •for incomes below $25,000 and decreased,- •
for incomeis above $25,000.
' In Slemrod and Yitzhaki^s recent'article "On Choosing a FlatrKate
Income Tax System," three'means of tax reform are identified: 1) the
level of personal exemptions, 2) the marginal tax»rate, and 3) the:
extent of deductions from taxable income allowed.. -They use an optimiza
tion algorithm to find a flat rate tax system which approximates the
current distribution of tax burdens. • They evaluated, systems, which
minimized either the sum of the changes in the tax liabilities or <else
the sum of changes in average tax rates. Their results. Indicated'a >;i
marginal rate between .204 and .254 .would approximate'the current dis
tribution. This study indicates that middle income families (those with
$20 j000-$50,000 in Income) would bear the brunt of , the-shif.t in tax
burdens associated with a flat rate. .
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Minarlk (1982b) found a flat rate tax of 11.8 percent on AGI with
long-term capital gains included, no itemized deductions, no zero
bracket amount, and no personal exemptions had stark income redistribu
tion potential. Under present law, families with very low incomes pay
little or no taxes, so when the zero bracket amount and other exemptions
were eliminated, their tax liability increases exceeded 1200 percent.
Tax units nearing the $30,000 income level had tax increases of approxi
mately- 13 percent. Earners with more Chan $30,000 in income had tax
decreases- of 5 Co 53 percent with the largest tax breaks at the higher
income levels. A system which involved less dramatic changes from the
present was one with an 18.7 percent tax on AGI with long-term capital
gains included in full, no itemized deductions, a $1,500 personal exemp
tion, and a $3,000 ($6,000) zero bracket amount for single (joint)
returns.
Minarlk also suggests that "good old fashioned tax reform" might be
a viable alternative. By incorporating numerous base'broadeners, the
tax rate schedule could be lowered and flattened. A 14 percent first
bracket rate with low income relief could give an estimated 75 percent
of the taxpayers a flat rate tax without redistributing income. Two or
three additional brackets could be used to approximate the current tax
burden of high incomes while simplifying the system. Some of the
existing tax problems—bracket creep and other inflationary side
effects, and savings and consumption disincentives—might be reduced
though not eliminated.
Sisson (1982) addresses the issue of whether farmers have a signif
icant tax advantage over the general population. From his examination
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of farm-nonfarm tax burdens» he concludes that farmers, and large
farmers In particular, have substantially lower tax burdens than nbnfarm
taxpayers under the current progressive rates. If a flat rate tax is
set at 20 percent or above, most farm families would experience
increased taxes, given Sisson's results, as would other families with
income greater than exempted levels but less than- $35,000. • The 20 •"
(
percent rate is higher than the average federal tax burden estimates of
I
Sisson, regardless of the definition of farmer used'and whether.overall
tax incidences are assumed to be regressive or progressive.^ '
Sisson also concludes that farm income distributions are more
skewed than for the general population with farm incomes concentrated at
low levels. Data from Ag Statistics (U.S. Department of-Agriculture,:
1982) and the Statistical Abstract of' the U.S. (U.S.- Department' of-
Commerce, 1982) substantiate his conclusion; farm families are more
concentrated at the lower income levels than are families in the general
population. Adoption of a flat rate tax could contribute 'to.increased
skewness in the distribution of farm incomes since high income units".».-t
would receive a tax-break while low incomeunits woijld'not.
^thodology
Using Iowa farm data and-the Iowa State University computerized
business" and financial planning model -(Lowenberg-DeBoer , 1984), three
alternative tax^ systems are compared- under three incomerequity .
scenarios. The tax systems are: ' • " . r-i
1.- The progressive tax" rates and -income tax base currently in use
as specified by the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA).
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2. A flat tax of 20 percent on the present ERTA income tax base»
3. A flat tax of 20 percent on a broader ncome tax base.
The ERTA laws include ACRS rules except that the optional longer
and slower write-off alternatives are not allowed. The broader income
tax base disallows investment credit, capital gains treatment on
eligible income, and "expensing" of investments. Pre-ERTA depreciation
rules are used with the broader tax base, reducing the rate of
depreciation allowances from current levels.
The 20 percent flat rate was chosen as a reasonable estimate of the
rate needed to maintain current tax revenues with the present tax base
(Minarik, 1982b; Institute for Contemporary Studies). A slightly lower
rate could perhaps be justified with the broader tax base, but for com
parison purposes, the 20 percent rate was maintained. Under the flat
tax, the zero bracket amount was set at $6,000, and $1,000 personal
exemptions were allowed.
Three sizes arid two types of farms assumed to be under owner-opera
tion are used in the comparisons. The size of farm is determined by
acreage and represents, the divisions used in Iowa Farm Business Associa
tion data: Small farms range in size from 0 to 189 acres, medium size
farms are from 260 to 359 acres, and large farms are 500 acres or
larger. The three sizes were selected to encompass a range of different
farm sizes so that tax advantages or disadvantages due to size could be
detected. The type of farm is based on general organization and enter
prise characteristics. Grain (corn) farms and hog (farrow-to-finish)
farms were chosen for analysis so that tax implications for farms of
similar size with varying asset compositions could be compared. Table 1
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lists asset characteristics of the farm's'_used in the study. A four
person farm family was" assumed to own'and-operate-the farm.'.
Three income-equity scenarios were used in the analysis-'so that tax
consequences for farms with dif-fereht cash flows and. debt positions
could be estimated. In the first scenario, the farm family receives
$20,000'in nonfarm income and' begins with 70-percent equity in the firm..
, The farm unit in the second scenario has $10,000 off-farm income and ' •j
begins with 60 percent equity in the firm. The final'income-equity
scenario assumes farm families have no off-farm income and 50 percent.
initial equity. Current loans in all cases were charged "14%. interest
and were" due in one year; intermediate asset loans were assessed 14% and
given a 3 year life; fixed asset loans were assumed to have a 30.year •
life. These three scenarios were chosen to highlight variations in tax
burdens for farms of differing economic-health.
Output from the simulation model includes comparative statements of
business financial position, cash flow statements, and tax information
for a ten-year period beginning with* 1982,: ' -The time value of-money-is .
accounted for through the compounding of- earnings accumulated in earlier
years' which results in faster equity growth. Estimates'of income-and
tax liabilities for grain arid hog farms having a beginning equity of 70
percent and $20,000 off-farm income are in Tables 2 and 3, Tables 4 and
5 list statistics for faVms with $10,000 off-farm income and initial
equity of 60 percent." Results for farms with no off-farm Income and 50;
percent beginning equities- are- in Tables" 6 and 7. * -
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Empirical Results
Most farms experienced an increasing tax burden over the ten year
period, where tax burden is defined as tax paid divided by total income
(the sum of income from earnings and off-farm income). The burden under
the flat tax approaches the flat rate of 20 percent as the amount of
taxable income increases, whether by definition of tax base or through
higher earned income over time. For instance, on large high equity hog
farms under the flat tax with an ERTA income base the tax burden grows
from .087 to ,160 because of rising earnings over the ten year period.
The additional burden on the same farm as a result of a broader income
base (assuming a 20 percent flat tax) is evidenced by a final period
flat tax burden of .178.
The largest increases in taxes paid and in the tax burden occur
with ERTA tax laws since progressive marginal rates lead to an
increasing share of income payable as taxes. Large high equity grain
farms pay §55,389 in taxes in 1991 under ERTA laws as opposed to approx
imately $28,930 under flat tax laws. The average tax burden in 1991 for
that farm is projected to be .294 under ERTA lavre as compared to .158
and .165 under broad based and ERTA based flat taxes, respectively. The
smallest increases in tax liabilities are generally incurred when a flat
tax with a narrow base is assumed. Tax burdens are highest in the tenth
period of the projection in all cases, except for the two grain farms
experiencing financial losses, where tax liabilities remain at zero.
The effect of broadening the tax base can be seen by comparing the
taxes paid and tax burden under the two flat tax schemes. For instance,
on large high equity hog farms, even though 1991 earnings are highest
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($176,552) under the flat tax- with ERTA-base, personal taxable income,
taxes paid, and the tax burden are highest under the broad based flat
tax. Once Income exceeds the exemption level under the broad based flat
tax, more Income is -eligible for taxation.
Differences in incomes and tax liabilities due to differences in
marginal^tax rates 'are 'evidenced•through comparisons of'the two-ERTA
based' taxes. On low equity hog farms, for instance, more taxes are paid
in 1991 on the small farm under a"flat tax, while on mid-size-and large
farms tax burdens are less'under a flat tax than with progressive rates,
given an ERTA base' for both.- '
Comparisons Across Farm Tjrpes : ? ,
The results indicate that in general income from earnings rises
over ' time regardless of tax" system. Accumulated earnings add to the
equity base and'lead'to higher incomes^ 'Expansion through increases in
debt are not allowed. 'Farm earnings generally rise most under the flat
tax with an ERTA tax base -for hog farms, and increase most under a brpad
based flat tax for grain farms. On large grain farms.-with 50 percent
initial equity,'income increased from $14,997 in 1982 to $83,275 in 1991
under the broad based flat tax, to $82,250 under the ERTA based flat tax
and to $81,281 under current ERTA laws. Only small and mid-size grain
farms with initial equities of 50 percent show-decreases, in^farm
earnings over the ten year period. ' In- all other cases, rising farm
income leads to higher taxable income and higher tax liabilities.
Personal taxable income increases•most during the 10 year period under
the broad based flat tax for all farm'types and sizes.
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Rising incomes contribute to firm growth and improved equity
positions. All farms with beginning equities of 70 percent have
positive growth in equity as indicated by higher equity positions at the
end of the ten year period. Ending equities as a percent of total
assets for high equity hog farms ranged from 83.87 to 86.35 percent for
the different size farms and tax systems, and ending equities on high
equity grain farms ranged from 81.18 to 83.02 percent. Farms beginning
with 60 percent equity exhibit moderate to high increases in equity over
the 10 year period, with increases ranging from 4.4 to 14.21 percent on
grain farms and 15,91 to 17.47 percent on hog farms depending on the
size farm and tax system. Farms with initial equities of 50 percent in
general experience limited equity growth during the 10 year projection
period. In fact small and mid-size grain farms with 50% equity have
actual reductions in equity percentages. The debt burden for these
farms apparently causes an extreme financial hardship oh the farms.
Income from earnings increases most for grain farms under a flat
tax with a broad base, while earnings income on hog farms increases most
under a flat tax on the current ERTA income tax base. Personal taxable
income, on the other hand, is generally highest under the broad based
flat tax for hog farms and greatest under the narrow based flat tax for
grain farms. This indicates that broadening the tax base has a greater
Impact on livestock farms (compared to grain farms) where capital gains
provisions are more important. The importance of depreciation and
Investment credit provisions depends on the size of the asset base and
the extent of annual new investment.
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Growth In equity is highest for grain farms with a broad base "flat *
tax, and for hog farms is highest under 'a flat tax with an ERTA income
base. Thus hog farms fare better in growth terms under a fliat tax
allowing capital gairiis "exclusions', investment credit, expensing'of '
capital purchases, and accelerated deprecUation, while grain farms do as
well or better under a broad based flat tax. Hog farms experience"
greater equity growth than grain farms under all income-equity
scenarios. For example large grain farms with beginning equities of 60
(
/ ' ' r • » j , ' *•
percent have ending equities of 73.30 of total assets under current
ERTA laws, while large hog farms with 60 percent initial equities have •
ending equities of 75.91.
Comparisons Across Farm Size .
Taxes paid" in the first year are lowest under ERTA laws for small
and mid-sized grain" and hog farms. Large hog farms have the lowest tax
liability initially under an ERTA' based flat tax while ^ai'n farms have
the smallest liabirity under a broad based flat tax. Initial tax
liabilities are highest under ERTA Taws' for the large hog and grain
farms; highest under a broad based flat tax for-mid and -small size hog "
farms; and highest under a narrow based"flat tax"for mid and small size
grain farms. These results support the hypothesis that initially the
broad based flat tax represents an increased burden for small" and mid- '•
size farmers. ' ^
' In the final period taxes paid by mid and large size grain and
livestock farms are highest under ERTA; incomes have grovm to levels
which are taxed at marginal fates greater than the flat rate of twenty
percent. Small grain farms and small low-equity hog farms continue to
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have the largest tax liabiltles under the broad based flat tax
throughout the projection period.
Small low equity hog farmers pay more than twice the taxes ($1,715)
in 1991 under a broad based flat tax than they would under ERTA ($823).
The higher rate and more inclusive income definition of the broad based
flat tax especially impact hog farmers since proportionally more of
their earnings become taxable (i«e., no income is eligible for capital
gains treatment). Farms which would be taxed at a marginal rate less
than 20 percent under current rules (those with taxable incomes less
than $30,000) will pay higher taxes with a flat rate.
Tax burdens increase the most and average the highest under ERTA
laws for all but the smallest farms. Tax burdens rise less in absolute
terms for hog farms than for grain farms. Average tax burdens for large
hog farms were actually less under ERTA tax laws than for large grain
farms even though incomes were higher on the hog farms, indicating the
benefits of capital gains exclusions, investment credit, and expensing
of investments under current ERTA rules for such farms.
Comparisons Across Income—Equity Scenarios
Farms with 70 percent equity and $20,000 off-farm income represent
farms with strong financial positions and prospects, while farms with 60
percent initial equity have higher debt burdens and are assumed to have
less off-farm and total income. Low equity farms (50 percent intially)
have no off—farm income and depict farms with low income levels. Income
from earnings is much lower Initially in all cases under low equity
scenarios. Income from earnings in 1982 for mid-size hog farms is
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$25,567 with 50 percent equity, $35,057^with percent" equity,-and -
$44,457 with 70 percent equity, i'.oi'i •• 1 '
Low equity farms (50 percent), both hog and grain, pay no taxes in
1982 regardless of tax system. ^Small and;mid-sized grain farms with 60
percent equity also'pay no tax. Small hog»farms' with'60; percent initial
equity pay" 1982 taxes only under the; broad" based flat tax system. For. a
given type and size of farm and a given- tax -system, income from" '
earnings, average" taxes paid', personal' taxable income "and changes in
these variables over the'^prediction interval"'are-greatest for the high
equity farms; Tax burdens are-higher'-for the high equity-farms, but the
lower equity -farms "generally- had greater' increases in tax burdens over- '
the ten- year peiriod. - •
- The differences in results due to Initial 'equity assumptions are '
most dramatic for the grain farms. Small and mid size low equity grai'n'
farms are unable to make" principal pajnnents on "existing loans, and are
forced to increase short term borrowings • over'-the entire period, "
resulting in negative growth in'equity,' Other low'equity grain and hog
farms as well as farms with 60 percent ^initial equi-ty alsO'experience •
financial-difficulties 'in the first year of operation- but have positive
growth in equity over the projection "period, • •
Equity growth rates are much-dower' for low equity farms than they
are for high equity farms. On small hog" farms -the equity position
improved from 50 to 55.14 percent under current ERTA law compared to an'
increase from 70 to 86.15 percent on high equity farms. - The pattern-of
positive equity- growth within- a farm size and type is generally the
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same—growth is highest under the flat tax with an ERTA income tax base
for hog farms and under the flat broad based tax for grain farms.
Conclusions
In general, the results are as expected given the magnitudes of
income estimated. More income is taxable under the broad base flat tax
unless income is near the exemption level,. When incomes are below
$30,000, as is more common on small farms, the broad base flat tax
causes the greatest tax liability and tax burden. The flat tax yields a
tax cut from ERTA laws for large farms with larger incomes even when the
base is broadened to eliminate investment credit, capital gains treat
ment on income, and slow depreciation deductions. Low equity small and
mid-size grain and hog farms have lower average tax liabilities under
ERTA laws.
Income from earnings increases most under the ERTA based flat tax
for hog farms and increases most for grain farms under the broad based
flat tax. The average tax burden is generally higher for small and
medium size hog farms as compared to grain farms of similar size for a
given tax-equity scenario. On large hog farms the average tax burden is
usually lower than on large grain farms.
The absolute change in tax burdens over the ten year projection
varies with both size and leverage positions. The change in tax burden
is generally higher for grain farms than hog farms except on small
sizes. High equity farms (70%) generally experience less absolute
increases in tax burden than do the 60% equity farms, and 60% equity
farms generally have smaller increases in tax burdens than do 50% equity
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farms. Average tax burdens are highest for high equity farms when farms
of the same type and size are compared. The increase In income from
earnings over time isalso highest for high equity farmsL'
The flat tax (with or without base broadening) could contribute'to •
pressure for growth in farm size and to increased'disparities in the
distribution of farm incomes. •A'frat' tax magnifies the disparity
between large and small farms, as compared to a progressive tax, by
creating greater tax'burdens at low'income levels while reducing'tax-
burdens at high income levels. Broadening the tax base would Increase •
taxable income and slow equity growth most'in fafia operations with sig
nificant amounts of income eligible for'capital gains'treatment. Farms
in financial trouble could be' made worse off by the broad based flat tax
when incomes are low and current liabilities are high. Low equity firms
had trouble making principal payments in beginning-years of - the projec
tion period and showed lower growth potential under the broad based flat
tax. Smaller farms especially would have higher tax burdens•compared to
current ERTA law as their incomes- begin to grow from low-levels.
Proposals incorporating flat"rate taxes or measures to 'broaden the"
tax base-, orice having fully replaced the current- system, could -simplify
tax administration and compliance. Since determini'ng the taxable income
and allowable tax credits is the most" difficult part of completing tax
returns," broadening the tax base-would'contribute most-to" simplification
of filing returns. The'incentive for "creative tax management should
decrease 'under' a broad based flat tax,' given fewer motives for- investing
simply for tax purposes. Effective tax rates "and tax burdens would no
longer be disguised by assorted deductions'^-exemptions, and' credits.
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Not all of the base broadening measures that might accompany a flat
tax could be incorporated into the model. Elimination of the cash
accounting option Is an obvious example. A flat tax would eliminate the
advantages of "mismatching" income and expenses using cash accounting
since the rate would be the same regardless of income level. Cash
accounting could still be used to postpone tax liabilities. If changes
were made to limit interest deductibility, this could affect the results
dramatically. Inflation Is ignored as is the possibility of asset
appreciation. Management is assumed to remain the same regardless of
the tax system in effect; realistically, aggressive managers would be
expected to reorganize their operations to benefit from tax law changes.
The computations here are an initial attempt to indicate the direction
of shifts in tax liabilities with tax reform. An Infinite number of
scenarios could be created to point out other results of tax law
changes•
Major tax reforms such as a flat tax have the potential to change
the characteristics of agriculture. Subsidies and special tax treat
ments can be used to encourage investment and stimulate production which
will perhaps result in low farm product prices (Carman). Conversely, -
elimination of special treatments as would occur in base broadening
reforms could lead to higher prices in some sectors. Tax provisions, by
affecting the present value of future income streams, can Influence the
demand and price for land and other Inputs (Adams). Flat tax reforms
could change the income and wealth of people in agriculture, the size
and number of farms, and affect the mobility of labor and capital into,
and out of agriculture by influencing income distributions and shifting
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tax burdens. The elimination of'tax"provisions which have traditionally
favored farmers could have repercussions on the agribusiness sector.
Further research would be needed to .specify, and-anai.yze. other, short run
and long run effects-of tjax reform. 7--
A number of questions are raised by discussion of tax reforms such
as a flat tax. What are the goals of our tax system in general, and
with specific reference to agriculture? Should farm investment or
I
' expansion be encouraged by the tax code? Should the tax burden in agri
culture be redistributed? Once policy questions have been considered
and priorities decided, a final question is raised: Are changes in the
tax system the most effective way to achieve these goals?
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Footnotes
Sisson used 1966 Brookings Institution Merge File data. Farm
income levels have changed significantly since that time and are now
comparable to urban incomes (USDA, Ag Statistics 1982; U.S. Department
of Commerce, 1982). Distributions of income may also have shifted
considerably since 1966.
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Table 1. ^source and financial characteristics of illustrative- farms
• - - -—-1. - - - -Tjrpe "bf Farm- -
• . -Grain '' ^ —Hog
Small Medium Large Small' Medium Large
Land Base
Acres^ ' 149 "'321 • ^804'"" 133"- 316 ' ' 703
Current
Assets ^A-.Aia '63,029 " 147,'936 ' 73.372' ' 112,209 ' 208,225
Intermediate
Assets '($)^' ' 23,233 3i2,67i'' " '86',690 '' 28,536''' 44;096 "77,293
Fixed
Assets ($)'^ . 282,956 396,964 1,451,340 316,568 600,817 , 1,280,128.
Total
Assets ($) 340,601 692,664 1,685,966 418,476 757,122 1,565,646
Average value for Iowa Farm Business Association size category (1982).
Value of feed and livestock inventories
Value of machinery and equipment
1. lvalue of;,real estate
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Table 2. Financial Impacts of Alternative Tax Systems for Illustrative Grain Farms with 70 Percent Equity
------------------ -Type of Farm- -----------------
Grain, Small Grain, Medium Grain, Large
Flat Flat Flat Flat Flat Flat
Tax Tax FV-ogressive Tax Tax Progressive Tax Tax Progressive
Broad ERTA , Tax Broad ERTA Tax Broad ERTA Tax
Base Base - ERTA Base Base Base ERTA Base Base Base ERTA Base
Income from
earnings,' 1982 ($) 4,628 4,628 4,628 13,391 13,391 13,391 56,401 45,401 56,401
Income from
earnings, 1991 ($} 16,246 16,111 16,328 38,616 38,474 38,211 141,501 141,202 136,495
Tax Paid, 1982 ($) 1,128 1,370 1,033 1,969 2,362 1,836 7,320 7,360 8,783
Tax Paid, 1991 ($) 5,036 5,022 4,825 9,268 9,290 12,253 28,931 28,935 55,389
Average Tax
Paid over
10 Year Period ($) 3,333 3,580 3,161 6,036 6,464 7,518 18,805 19,590 34,570
Tax Burden,^1982 .046 .056 .042 .059 .071 .055 .096 .096 .115
Tax Burden, 1991 .139 .139 .133 .158 .159 .210 .179 .179 .354
Average Tax Burden .110 .118 .104 .13 .14 .163 .158 .165 .294
Personal Taxable
Income, 1982 ($) 15,643 16,852 16,852 19,847 21,812 21,812 46,603 46,803 46,803
Personal Taxable
Income, 1991 ($) 35,183 35,114 35,309 56,340 56,452 56,329 154,658 154,677 151,685
Ending percent
Equity 82.09 82.0 82.13 81.39 81.31 81.18 83.02 82.96 82.02
'income fr«ti earnings Is net operating Income less cash fixed expenses and Interest payments,
^The tax burden Is estimated by dividing tax paid by total income (Income from earnings plus off
farm Income),
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Table'3. Financial Impacts of Alternative Tax Systems for Illustrative Hog Farms with 70 Percent Equity
- - - - - - - -1- - -Type of Farm- —- - -- -- -- -- -- -
1—1,: Hog,-'Smal I-- —-Hog, Medium tj' Hog, Large
Flat ^ Flat 'Flat Flat Flat. Flat
• Tax ' Tax- R-ogresslve''' Tax >•' Tax .Progressive " Tax :• Tax ft-ogresslve
Broad ^ ERTA Tax ' Broad "ERTA Tax ' Broad'^' ERTA Tax
Base Base ERTA'Base ; Base Base ERTA Base "^.'Base --'-.Base ERTA Base
Income from
earnings," 1982 ($)' 23,568' - 23,568 -'-23,568 • 44,457 44,457 ' 44,457 77,924 - 77,924" 'V. 77,924: •
Income from
earnings, 1991 ($) 56,438 57,538 -"'56,398 •V102,976-104v061 98,085 •175,580 176,552- • 166,133
Tax Paid, 1982 t$) 3,665 2,740 ' 2,196 6,523 5,459 •' 5,385 9,958 8,531'. • ; 10,858
Tax Paid", 1991 {$) •12,302 10,505 "14,430 - 21,268 M8,932 : •30,981 •C;34,754- :i 31,495.. •59,939
Average Tax
Paid over
10 Year" Period ($) • 8,040 7,023 8,391 .13,81-1 12,674 • 18,949 - ' 22,969- '•21,358. •'• • 38,182
Tax Burden,^1982 .084 .063 . .05 .101 .085 .084 .102 .087 • • .111 '
Tax Burden, 1991 ^' - .161 .135 ' • .189' .173' ,153 .262 • 178 . 160 . .322
Average" Tax Burden - ' .139 .12 .144 -•-^1. .1520: .139 ' .213 .159- .147 • ' .270
Personal Taxable
Income, 1982 ($) • 28,326 23,702 --23,702 ' 42,617'- 37,298 •37,298 '• 59,794 ' 52,658 • 52,658
Personal Taxable
Income, '1991 '($) 71,510 "-62;525 62;060 ' M6,341 "104,660 ^-100,847 183,774 .167,617 . • 160,970
Ending percent
Equity' '86.16 86^35 "86.15 '• -85.83 -'85.95 ''85.25 ' ' ' 84.83 - •84.93 .83,87
income-from earnings Is net operating' Income 'less-cash fixed expenses arid interest payments, •
2
The taxburden Is estimated 'by dividing tax pald^by total 'Income^(Income from earnings plus off
farm Income), -i
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Table 4, Financial Impacts of Alternative Tax Systems for Illustrative Grain Farms with 60 Percent Equity
— Type of Farm- - — — — - - —
Grain, Small Grain, Medium Grain, Large
Flat Flat Flat Flat Flat Flat
Tax Tax Progressive Tax Tax R-ogresslve Tax ' Tax Progressive
Broad ERTA Tax Broad ERTA Tax Broad ERTA Tax
Base Base ERTA Base Base Base ERTA Base Base Base ERTA Base
Income from
earn!ngs,' 1982 ($) 504 504 504 4,891 4,891 4,891 35,697 35,697 35,697
Income from
earnings, 1991 ($)
1
6,399 6,252 6,271 27,559 27,227 27,453 118,640 118,096 115,716
Tax Paid, 1982 C$) 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 1,179 1,219 963
Tax Paid, 1991 ($) 1,208 1,231 963 5,269 5,356 5,385 22,796 22,719 41,039
Average Tax
Paid over
10 Year Period ($) 402 489 415 2,216 2,308 2,291 12,552 13,468 21,782 .
Tax Burden,^1982 0 0 0 0 0 0 .026 .027 .021
Tax Burden, 1991 .074 .076 .059 .140 .144 .144 .177 .177 .326
Average Tax Burden ,031 ,038 .032 ,087 .102 .091 .145 .156 .254
Personal Taxable
Income, 1982 ($) 1,519 2,728 2,728 1,347 3,312 3,312 15,899 16,099 16,099
Personal Taxable
Income, 1991 ($) 16,043 16,159 16,178 36,346 36,782 37,008 123,983 123,598 122,399
Ending percent
Equity 64.82 64.44 64.49 70.03 69.61 69,90 74.21 74.09 73.30
'income from earnings Is net operating Income less cash fixed expenses and Interest payments,
^The tax burden Is estimated by dividing tax paid by total Income (Income from earnings plus off
farm Income),
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Table 5."'FInanclal Impacts of Alternative Tax Systems for llTustratlve htog "Farms'with'60 Percent Equity
;—•• Type of Farm-
—Hog, Small — '—---—'-Hog, Medium —- —-r——Hog, Large
Flat' Flat Flat Flat Flat Flat
Tax Tax FV-ogressIve Tax " Tax" frogresslve ' Tax ' Tax R-ogressIve
Broad' ERTA Tax Broad ' ERTA Tax ' Broad ERTA Tax
Base " Base ERTA'Base Base- ^se ERTA Base Base ''^se ERTA Base
Income from
earnings^ 1982 ($) 18,340" 18,340 18,340 35,057 ' 35,057 ' 35,057 '58,564'^ 58,064' 58,564
Income from
earnings, 199'1 ($)"- 37,679 i8',200 38^,547 77,584 '78,224 '76;370 "'144,643 145,302 'l39,714
Tax Paid, 1982 ($)' 619 0 0 2,643 1,579 ' 1,185 4,086 2,659 2,107
Tax Paid, -1991 ($) 6,967 " 5,704 5,805 14,636 12,872 ' 18,895 ' 27,183 24,250 • 43,822
Average Tax
Paid over
10 Year period {$) - 4,066 3,463 3,1?1 " 8,813 8,049 ' 10,435 16,434 15,231'^ 25,157
Tax Burden,^1982 ,022 0 ' 0 .059 .035 .026 .060 .039 .031
Tax Bgrden,- 1991 .146 .118 " .12 ' .167 .146 ' .219 .176 .156 . .293
Average Tax Burden - ' .109 .093 " .085 .137 .124 .162 . .149 .138 .231
Personal Taxable
Income, 1982 ($) ' 13,098 8,474 ' 8,474 • 23,218 17,898 ' 17,898 - 30,434 23,298 23,298
Personal Taxable
Income, 1991 ($) " 44,837 38,523 ' 38,777 83,18'4 74,362 72,874 145,917 131,254 •'128,078
Ending percent
Equity , -76.64 76,83 ' 76.96 " ' 77.34 77.47 ' '77.07 76.77 - 76.88 75.91
Income from earnings Is net operating Income less cash fixed expenses and Interest payments.
2 ,
The tax burden Is estimated by dividing'tax paid by total Income' ( Income from earnings plus off
farm Income).
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Table 6. Financial Impacts of Alternative Tax Systems for illustrative Grain Farms with 50 Percent Equity
Type of Farm- - - —
Grain, Small t Grain, Medium Grain, Large
Flat Flat Flat Flat Flat Flat
Tax Tax Progressive Tax Tax R-ogressIve Tax Tax Progressive
Broad ERTA Tax Broad ERTA Tax Broad ERTA Tax
Base Base ERTA Base Base Base ERTA Base Base Base ERTA Base
Income fron
earnings,^ 1982 ($)
a
-3,695 -3,695 -3,695 -3,616 -3,616 -3,616 14,997 14,997 14,997
income from
earnings, 1991 ($)
1 1
-53,507 -53,507 -53,507 ' -16,795 -16,795 -16,795 83,275 83,250 81,281
Tax Paid, 1982 ($) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tax Paid, 1991 ($) 0 0 0 0 0 0 14,055 14,287 22,084
Average Tax
Paid over
10 Year Period ($) 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,360 6,156 8,246
2
Tax Burden, 1982 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tax Burden, 1991 0 0 0 0 0 0 .169 .174 .272
Average Tax Burden 0 0 0 0 0 0 .1117 .136 . 183
Personal Taxable
Income, 1982 <$) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Personal taxable
Income, 1991 ($) 0 0 0 0 0 0 80,278 81,435 80,466
Ending percent
Equity -42.12 -42.12 -42.12 13.82 13.82 13.82 56.76 56.25 55.76
1 ncome from earnings Is net operating Income less cash fixed expenses and Interest payments,
The tax burden Is estimated by dividing tax paid by total Income (income from earnings plus off
farm Income).
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Table 7. Financial Impacts of Alternative Tax Systems for Illustrative Hog Farms with 50 Ftercent Equity
— - - - —Type of Farm- —
Hog, Small Hog, .Medium Hog, Large
Flat Flat Flat Flat Flat Flat
Tax Tax Progressive Tax Tax FVogresslve Tax Tax Progressive
Broad ERTA Tax Broad ERTA Tax Broad ERTA Tax
Base . Base ERTA Base Base Base ERTA Base Base Base ERTA Base
Income from
earnings,^ 1982 ($) 13,116 13,116 13,116 25,657 25,657 25,657 39,204 39,204 39,204
Incane from
earnings', 1991 ($) 20,278 20,467 20,441 53,849 53,988 54,079 113,775 113,965 in,935
Tax Paid, 1982 ($) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tax Paid, 1991 ($) 1,715 1,010 823 8,345 7,165 8,442 19,674 16,586 28,453
Average Tax
Paid: over
10 Year Period ($) 585 295 268 3,958 3,672 3,713 9,651 9,026 13,313
Tax Burden,^1982 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tax Burden, 1991 ^085 ,049 .04 .155 .133 .156 .173 .145 ,254
Average Tax Burden .036 .018 .016 .102 .094 .095 .129 .121 .180
Personal Taxable
Income, 1982 ($) b 0 0 0 0 0 1,074 0 0
Personal Taxable
Income, 1991 ($) 18,576 15,053 15,026 51,727 45,829 45,769 108,373 92,901 95,228
Ending percent
Equity 54.77 55.20 55,14 65.51 65; 56 65.60 66.01 66,07 65.49
income from earnings is net operating Income less cash fixed expenses and Interest payments,
2 The tax burden Is estimated by dividing tax paid by total, Income (Income from earnings plus off
farm Income),
